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Global
Breakthrough for brands in the new communications economy










Highlife test
To help Google test its Pixel 6 in the U.K., we co-created “Highlife,” the first-ever Black British Reality TV show.

Play breakthroughs





Ozworld showcases the metaverse
Ozworld reached out to GenZ and showed them the true power and potential of the metaverse, boosting perceptions of adidas Originals.





eBay pre-loved island
We launched a new campaign to stop fashion in its tracks






This is what we do

We discover the breakthroughs that brands need to win. The discoveries, experiences, invention, integration and impact that will make a difference to their business. We are built to keep pace with change, built on data and technology, built for people and algorithms, built around diverse capability, built to test and learn at scale and, crucially, built to evolve.

	Analytics and Insight
	Frictionless Commerce
	Integrated Media Solutions
	Creative Futures
	Specialist B2B Marketing

Explore services



Our latest breakthroughs

TUIThe World Cook


Tapping into a cultural moment around the World Cup, we helped TUI launch The World Cook, a competitive international cooking series streamed on Amazon Prime Video.


GoogleGoogle Chrome Speed Challenge


We celebrated the speed of Google Chrome with Lil Yachty, Busta Rhymes and McLaren F1 driver Lando Norris.


CoronaNative Sportscasters 


Corona trained a new generation of Mexican sportscasters to tell the story of Mexico’s final qualifying matches for the 2022 World Cup. 


eBayPre-Loved Island


We launched a new campaign to stop fast fashion in its tracks.


SubwayMake your own footlong


Subway needed a breakthrough to claim their space at the head of the pack in the food eCommerce space.




View all work
A truly global network
With 120 offices and over 10,000 people operating in 96 markets.
Explore locationsExplore careers






Latest News
Discover the latest news and insights

InsightsBreakthrough – featuring Dephin Lim, Managing Director of EssenceMediacom China & WPP Open X Media & Connections Lead, GC OU


18th Mar 2024


NewsWendy Siew to lead EssenceMediacom in Japan


11th Mar 2024


Our PeopleBreakthrough – featuring Josh Gallagher, COO, EssenceMediacom APAC


8th Mar 2024
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